WALL THERMOSTATS

11-10

Part Number: 6535-3442  
Case Color: Black  
Description: 2 Stage Heat/Heat Pump, Digital Wall Thermostat  
for use with two stage furnace and two stage h/p  
Power: 12Vdc  

!WINNEBAGO ONLY!  
Replaces: 6535-3352

Part Number: 6535B3352  
Case Color: Black  
Description: 2 Stage Heat Pump, Digital Wall Thermostat  
for use with gas furnace and two stage h/p  
Power: 12Vdc  

!WINNEBAGO ONLY!  
!Obsolete!

Part Number: 6536A3351  
Case Color: White  
Description: 2 stage Heat Pump, Digital Wall Thermostat  
for use with gas furnace and two stage h/p  
Power: 12Vdc  
Replaces: 6536-3451  
6535-3451  
6759B3451 w/7330-3401 sub-base  
w/7330-3411 sub-base

Part Number: 6537-3352  
Case Color: Black  
Description: 2 Stage Heat Pump, Digital Wall Thermostat  
for use with remote room sensor,  
gas furnace and two stage h/p  
Power: 12Vdc  

!WINNEBAGO ONLY!

Part Number: 6537-3442  
Case Color: Black  
Description: 2 Stage Heat/Heat Pump, Digital Wall Thermostat  
for use with remote room sensor,  
two stage gas furnace and two stage h/p  
Power: 12Vdc  

!WINNEBAGO ONLY!
Part Number: 6636-3441
Case Color: White
Description: 2 Stage Air Conditioner, Digital Wall Thermostat for use with gas furnace and two stage a/c
Power: 12Vdc
Replaces: 6795B3451 6795A3651

Part Number: 6636-3452
Case Color: Black
Description: 2 Stage Air Conditioner, Digital Wall Thermostat for use with gas furnace and two stage a/c
Power: 12Vdc

!WINNEBAGO ONLY!

Part Number: 7330-3322
Case Color: White
Description: Single Stage Heat/Cool Wall Thermostat
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 7330G3351
Case Color: White
Description: Single Stage Heat/Cool Wall Thermostat
Power: 12Vdc
Replaces: 7330*335

Part Number: 7330F3852
Case Color: Black
Description: Single Stage Heat/Cool Wall Thermostat
Power: 12Vdc
Part Number: 7330F3361
Case Color: White
Description: Single Stage Cool Only Wall Thermostat
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 7330B3441
Case Color: White
Description: Single Stage Heat/Cool Wall Thermostat
Power: 24Vac

Part Number: 8330-3362
Case Color: White
Description: Single Stage Heat/Cool Digital Wall Thermostat
Power: 12Vdc
Digital Replacement for: 7330G3351

Part Number: 8330-3862
Case Color: Black
Description: Single Stage Heat/Cool Digital Wall Thermostat
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 8330-3372
Case Color: White
Description: Single Stage Heat/Cool Digital Wall Thermostat with plugs
Power: 12Vdc
Part Number: 8330-3392  
Case Color: White  
Description: Single Stage Cool Only Digital Wall Thermostat with plugs  
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 8330-3462  
Case Color: Black  
Description: Single Stage Cool Only Digital Wall Thermostat with Plugs  
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 8330A3241  
Case Color: White  
Description: Single Stage Heat/Cool Digital Wall Thermostat  
Power: Two "AA" Batteries (normally used for 24 Vac control)

Part Number: 8330-3441  
Case Color: Black  
Description: Single Stage Heat/Cool Digital Wall Thermostat  
Power: Two "AA" Batteries (normally used for 24 Vac control)

Part Number: 8330D3311  
Case Color: Black  
Description: Zone Control Digital Wall Thermostat  
Power: 12Vdc

used with zone control boxes, will control up to 4 single stage air conditioners or heat pumps and 4 furnaces
Part Number: 8330D3351
Case Color: White
Description: Zone Control Digital Wall Thermostat used with zone control boxes, will control up to 4 single stage air conditioners or heat pumps and 4 furnaces
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 8430A3311
Case Color: White
Matching
Room Sensor: 8330-5191
Description: Zone Control Digital Wall Thermostat used with zone control boxes, will control up to 4 single stage air conditioners or heat pumps and 2 two stage gas furnaces
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 8350-3351
Case Color: White
Description: Single Stage Heat/Cool, Fresh Air Control, Digital Wall Thermostat for use on rooftop a/c with fresh air intake
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 8530A3451
Case Color: White
Description: Single Stage Heat Pump Digital Wall Thermostat for use with single stage h/p and gas furnace
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 8530-3481
Case Color: Black
Description: Single Stage Heat Pump Digital Wall Thermostat for use with single stage h/p and gas furnace
Power: 12Vdc
Part Number: 8530A3491
Case Color: Black
Description: Single Stage Heat Pump Digital Wall Thermostat with Plugs for use with remote room sensor, single stage h/p and gas furnace
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 8530-3381
Case Color: Black
Description: Single Stage Heat Pump Digital Wall Thermostat with Plugs for use with single stage h/p and gas furnace
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 8550-3351
Case Color: White
Description: Single Stage Heat Pump, Fresh Air Control, Digital Wall Thermostat for use on rooftop h/p with fresh air intake and gas furnace
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 9330-3361
Case Color: White
Description: 1 Stage Cool, 2 Stage Heat Digital Wall Thermostat for use with 1 stage a/c and 2 stage gas furnace
Power: 12Vdc

Part Number: 9530-3351
Case Color: White
Description: 1 Stage Heat Pump, 2 Stage Heat Digital Wall Thermostat for use with 1 stage h/p and 2 stage gas furnace
Power: 12Vdc
... reinventing comfort!
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